AGM
=/\=/\=/\= Resume Mission =/\=/\=/\=

Ens G Heinlein
@:::::In control room of alien vessel :::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Cmdr, Fire another full spread or torpedoes, target thier weapons and propulsion.

Captain Lewis
@::standing in the control room, shaking from blasts::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::maintaining RED ALERT status::

AGM
Action:  The Geneva rocks as it takes a volley of weapons fire from the alien vessel.


Ens G Heinlein
@:::feels vessel shaking :::

Cmdr. Dresden
@::going to a control consol to inspect it and try to gain control of the alien vessel::

Captain Lewis
@::heading to the console::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{torpedo}

Captain Lewis
@::pushing buttons frantically::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::in sickbay taking care of the casualties::

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Aye, firing another volley

Ens G Heinlein
@:::::looking at various control consoles :::

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}McDowell: Damage Report!

Captain Lewis
@::sees power levels fluctuating::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::continues broadcasting truce offering::

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO:  It appears that the vessel is slaved completely to the main computer...there looks to be two backup computers as well, in case of damage to the main one.

Ens G Heinlein
@:::::Heads to what appears to be a engineering schematic :::

Lt. McDowell
::types over the keyboard, bringing up about 5 different perspective views of the ship::

Captain Lewis
@::yes..seems so...see if we can overide these systems::

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: I'm reading some pretty wild power fluctuations on their ship.

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: What's there shield status?

Ens G Heinlein
@::::hits the red button ::::

Captain Lewis
@::gets that queasy feeling again::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Can we get a lock on our people?

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Shields still holding at 100%

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO:  The ship is designed to respond to commands given at this control room IF...and only IF proper command codes are given...

Lt. McDowell
{#}XO: You're never going to believe this sir...but everything's actually working on this hunk-o-duranium. Shields are @ 80% and holding.

AGM
Action:  The Alien Vessel begins to shimmer.  Sensor locks FROM the Geneva on the vessel weaken.

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: No, nothing solid yet, still working on it

Ens G Heinlein
@:::puzzling out a cypher code ::::

Captain Lewis
@::getting that weird feeling again::

Captain Lewis
@::looks around::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::watches the shield reading drop to 80%::

Captain Lewis
@::the consoles seem to be fading in and out::

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}ENG: Good, boost power to sensors then, we need a lock on our crew, and get us ready to get the hell out of here if need be.

Ens G Heinlein
@::::::hits a sequence of buttons ::::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::works on alternate route::

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO:  Appearently, the designers wanted only modest interference from anyone on board and only in exceptional cases should occupants interfere with its programming.

Captain Lewis
@::things begin to look a bit hazy::

Captain Lewis
@::tries to focus on Dresdan::

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO:  Cmdr. the ship is starting to go into a phase transition.

Ens G Heinlein
@::::notes the loss of fuocus on consoles ::::

Lt. McDowell
::mumbles something about "what the heck have I been doing for the past 15 minutes?", but siphons off more of the dwindling power to the sensors::

Captain Lewis
@::says something but doesn't hear the words::

Cmdr. Dresden
@::goes over to another consol to inspect it...determines it to be the command code input station...but has trouble focusing on the consol::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::Monitors the start of an inter-phasic distortion::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Can we detect where they emit the phase transistion equipment?  We need to take it out.

AGM
Action:  The alien vessel disappears entirely from view.  Sensor locks have been lost.

Captain Lewis
@::feels light headed::

Ens G Heinlein
@::::Notes that it is nmore than just the consoles :::

Captain Lewis
@::begins to regain focus::

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: I almost had a lock on it, but now it's completely gone again.

Ens G Heinlein
@:::notes the reemergence of focus :::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::repairs a cracked femur::

Captain Lewis
@::looks around:: ::sigsh a bit of relief::

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan: what do we have?

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: sir, ::shaking haziness away::it appears the ENTIRE SHIP has gone through a subspace phase transport shift...

Ens G Heinlein
@Captain : Did you see the same as i did ? a momentary lack of focus ?

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Try similar tactics to uncover them that we used last time, we'll then target there transition equipment.

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan: is that what the sensors say?

AGM
Action:  The Geneva is buffeted by level 3 shockwaves.  No damage is taken.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::reads a section of space where an apparant distortion is evident::

Captain Lewis
@Heilein: umm..........im not exactly sure what just happened...

Captain Lewis
@::still feels a bit queasy::

Ens G Heinlein
@Dresden : We seem to have an engineering console of some sort here 

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Report.

Cmdr. Mitchell
{phasers}  {torpedoes}

Captain Lewis
@::walks back over to the console::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::stumbles but finds her footing and continues working::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{torpedo}

Captain Lewis
@Heinlein: can we get communications working?...

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: firing phasers and torpedo spread.

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO:  I have an alien language up on the consol...I am trying to have it translote to Federation standard...the computer should recognize it since it is partly from federation parts...Hang on Heinlein

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: No effect this time Cmdr.

Lt. McDowell
::brings up another 6 perspectives of the ship, these looking like wierd "engineering-only" views::

Captain Lewis
@::begins trying to overide systems::

Ens G Heinlein
@Captain : I dont think it is on this console. Let me look for it

Captain Lewis
@Dresdon: good........keep at it......see if you can see where we are......or where we're headed

Captain Lewis
@Heinlein: don't think what is on the console?

Ens G Heinlein
@:::::Looks on consol to left of the "eng " One ::::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Blast, {#}Mcdowell: What can you give me for sensors?  I want to relocate that ship.

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO:  I have it captain...all CR consols should have translated to Federation Standard...we can now determine the true functions of the various stations.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::rocks in seat with shockwaves::

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan: excellent

Ens G Heinlein
@Captain: the Comm devices

Cmdr. Dresden
@Heinlein:  Lets take a look at that engineering consol::heads towards Hienlein..

Captain Lewis
@Heinlein: see if you can get contact with the Geneva

Lt. McDowell
{#}XO: Uh...Not much more than you have already...but...wait sir. ::horn goes off::

Lt. McDowell
Oh...&*^%^$

Yit X-990
::walks into SickBay::

Ens G Heinlein
@Dresden : Here it is here to my right

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan: can we override these controls?

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Cmdr. do you want to try another volley?

Lt. McDowell
Computer!!! Enhance field containment around the core and adjoining parts! Everyone out!!!

Ens G Heinlein
@::::::tries a button on the console ::::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Would we have much chance of hitting them?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::turns around to get a hypo and sees a robotic man in front of her::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Security:  Security to sickbay, intruder alert!!

Yit X-990
::walks up to Landt::

Ens G Heinlein
@{#} Geneva: Geneva Come in 

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::backs away from the man::

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO:  Best guess?  No, but we might cause there distortion field to  show up.

Lt. McDowell
{#}XO: Commander, we have a subspace distortion in Main Engineering. If it gets any stronger, it might rupture the core matrix.

Captain Lewis
@::messing with some more controls::

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO/Heinlein: I can access the other two computers without the main computer interfering...it appears they are only to take over the duties of the main if it is damaged beyond a certain point..

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Man:  What do you want?!

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Cmdr. I'm getting a Comm signal from the ship.

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: We don't want to have to use too many torps- ::hears com from sickbay:: Mitchell, get down there, armed, I'll take over up here.

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan: do what you can...just make sure we're not stuck here........wherever here is

Yit X-990
::face is creased with anger::  Tell your leader to leave or your mates die.

Ens G Heinlein
@Dresden : so if we alter their programing and then disable the main ??

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Wait, what do they say?

Cmdr. Dresden
...the other two computers are mainly for occupant use...The controls indicate we are moving...

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}McDowell: What!? I thought you said we were fine Lt, can you fix it, or determine the cause?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::fumbles behind her for a phaser::

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: It's garbled, but I think it's the Councelor.

Yit X-990
::the man disappears in a red haze::

Ens G Heinlein
@Captain : no evident success with contact to the Geneva 

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan: moving to where?

Cmdr. Dresden
@Heinlein:  I am not sure that would do the trick...presumably, the other two computers would function in the same manner as the main...

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: On Speakers!

Captain Lewis
@Heinlein: ::worried look:: keep trying

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: Unknown as yet sir...

Cmdr. Mitchell
::broadcasts message to the composite ship and .....

Ens G Heinlein
@dresden : not if we had reprogaramed them first 

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO/Heinlein:  I have an idea...

Captain Lewis
@::Looks at Dresdan::

Lt. McDowell
{#}XO: No I cannot fix it, it's from an external...nevermind. It's ceased.

Cmdr. Mitchell
.... puts message on Geneva speakers::

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}COM: Heinlein: Ensign, can you read us?  Are the captain and Dresden with you?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#}Cmdr. Tucker:  There is an intruder in sickbay...he says we must leave or our crew on the other ship will die.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::looks around:: {#}Cmdr. Tucker:  The man has dissapeared!

Ens G Heinlein
@{#} Geneva : Geneva , Come in Please

Captain Lewis
@::looks over at Heinlein::

AGM
Action:  Communications are a bit fuzzy

Ens G Heinlein
@Captain : Geneva on the speakers

Cmdr. Dresden
@...I can set up a logerithmic decoding algerythm from one of the other two computers and use that to decode the access codes...then we could control the main...

Captain Lewis
@::listens::

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan: do it

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}McDowell: It's gone? Can you guard against it? I don't want the core going down in a our next firefight.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::boosting signal gain on incoming message::

Cmdr. Dresden
@::begins focussing on the computer model...

Captain Lewis
@heinlein: can we send out a marker?

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Cmdr. that's about as clear as it's going to get.

Lt. McDowell
{#}XO: I can't really predict when it'll come. I've already enhanced the containment fields around the core and the antimatter pods, and that's about all I can do.

Ens G Heinlein
{#}Tucker : Tucker we read you fuzzy but a bit garbled and they are with me

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Landt: Doctor, we're not sure how he got aboard, but arm yourself and treat him as a hostility if he returns.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#}Cmdr. Tucker:  Aye sir.

Captain Lewis
@::checks console::

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO/Heinlein: I have begun the decode function...it will take some time...

Ens G Heinlein
@Captain : If I can find the control in time ...but it will be difficult as we are not in " Normal space "

Cmdr. Tucker
::nods to Mitchell silently and to McDowell verbally::

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan::how long?

AGM
Action:  As Dresden begins working with the computer, klazons begin to wail around the captured crew.  Doors begin to slide down from the ceilings to prevent escape.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::picks up a phaser and puts it in her holster and returns to work::

Captain Lewis
::jumps::

Captain Lewis
@::looks around::

Cmdr. Dresden
@::looks at Co and shrugs:::

Captain Lewis
@What the...........!

Ens G Heinlein
@:::begins working faster :::

Captain Lewis
@::Looks at Dresdan:: I sure hope WE ddin't do that

Ens G Heinlein
@Captain : It appears to be a normal defense mechanism

Captain Lewis
@::begins to feel like a trapped rat::

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}COM: Heinlein: The ship you're on is currently shifted, can you transmit you're exact cooridantes, we'll began another barrage.

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Hailing channels are still open.  They should be getting your message, Sir.

AGM
Action:  Geneva sensors register a level 3 subspace shockwave 3 light years away.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Computer:  erect a force field to confine a man on my signal.

Captain Lewis
@Heinlein: well, stop it before it kills us!

Ens G Heinlein
@Dresden : can you tell me where to find those ?

Captain Lewis
@::frantically pushing buttons::

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan: any luck over there?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Computer:  If the same intruder comes on the ship, erect that force field around him.

Ens G Heinlein
@::::notes haze :::

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO:  Cmdr. .... Incoming level 3 shockwave, on the subspace mode.

Captain Lewis
@::things start getting hazy again::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
<computer> Done

Captain Lewis
@::blinks eyes::

Captain Lewis
@::shakes head::

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: They can't get us while shifted in subspace...transporters are uncompatable technology...::it is getting hazy again and Dresden loses his focus::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::monitors the shield strength::

Ens G Heinlein
@:::hopes that signal return to Normal space :::

Captain Lewis
@::loses sight of dresdan and Heinlein::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: How long till it reaches us? Expected damage if we were hit, the last one didn't do much.

AGM
Action:  The doors slide down and trap Lewis, Heinlein, and Dresden around the computer console.

Captain Lewis
@::feels the force of the slamming doors::

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO:  Sensors now have a partial lock on the vessel.  It appears to be at the center of the distortion and moving steadily coreward, Sir.


Cmdr. Dresden
@CO/Heinlein: the computer has decoded two command codes...there are four that are required...we need all four.

Lt. McDowell
::everyone by now has returned to Main Engineering, and McDowell is back to working on the ailing warp drive::

Captain Lewis
@::Looks toward the blinkin console::

Ens G Heinlein
@Dresden : what if we were back in "Normal space could be junk all 3 computers ??

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Shockwave in three minutes.

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Something must have happened over there to the away team, can we target there ship?

Captain Lewis
@::trying to hear what they are saying...coming into focus a little::

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Working on that, Sir.

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: not all at once, sir...I would have to do it after each one took over...

Cmdr. Mitchell
::adjusting sensors for the distortion field::

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan: ::shaking head:: can we do it from this only console?

Ens G Heinlein
@Dresden : how fast could we do it ?

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: There, I have it, there it is.

Cmdr. Tucker
Mcdowell: Moniter the incoming shockwave Rob, we need soemthing to give us a defense, can you modulate the shields or some engineer thing?

Cmdr. Mitchell
::locks onto the alien vessel::

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO:  The second computer has given us all four decodes...If I memorize them, I can change over the control config to a command station...

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Good, target what we think is their dimensional shifting device.

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: I really think that gaining control of the main is our best option.

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Cmdr. there seems to be Federation weapons being detonated behind the alien vessel.
eems t be Federation weapons being detonated behind the alien vessel.


Captain Lewis
@Dresdan: as you see we only have this console to work with::notes the walls::

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO:  Hang on sir...give me a moment...

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan: do your magic comdr

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: I'll be glad just to lock onto anything, Sir.

Captain Lewis
@::feels like its getting warmer::

Lt. McDowell
{#}XO: I'll keep looking, but options are becoming limited.

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Our team?

Ens G Heinlein
@:::ignores heat rise :::

Cmdr. Dresden
@::changes config to input console..enters four numbers..25689fgrt568; 78956423dddfe;66665789s; 00001ab

Cmdr. Mitchell
::detects spacial distortion field and targets the apparent power source::

Captain Lewis
@::pulls at collar a bit::

AGM
Action:  The console beeps back at Dresden.  "EEEEEEEE"

Ens G Heinlein
@:::watches Cdr do his thing :::

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: I'm detecting three life form readings 

Captain Lewis
@::looks quickly at console:: ....What is it Dresdan?

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO:  Sir, the main has recognized the command codes...

Captain Lewis
@::whew:: excellent......

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Use Phasers, target away from our team, but still at central areas.

Ens G Heinlein
@::::listens intently :::

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: The readings are still fuzzy, I'm not sure we can get a transporter lock.

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Aye, phasers firing...  {phaser}

Cmdr. Dresden
@...at least I hope...I am not exactly sure what the beep was...let me try to open the doors

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan: please do.........

Ens G Heinlein
@:::Waits :::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{phasers}

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: If we can bring them out their hiding, a lock shouldn't be a problem.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::nods in acknowledgement::

Captain Lewis
@::still feels warm::

Cmdr. Dresden
@:: works on console and attempts to order the main to open doors surrounding them...

AGM
Action:  One of the doors begins to rise slowly.

Captain Lewis
@:::watches as one of the doors begin to rise::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::prepares another torpedo burst::

Ens G Heinlein
@::::Springs to Comm console :::

Cmdr. Dresden
@::continues to work at console station and to get all doors open

Cmdr. Mitchell
::begins adjusting phasers::

Captain Lewis
@::watches anxiously::

Yit-X990
::appears in a red haze in SickBay::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: ::nods:: Fire the torpedoes.

Cmdr. Mitchell
{torpedo}

Ens G Heinlein
@{#} Comm Tucker : Tucker we were boxed by a self defense screen :::

Lt. McDowell
::as he finishes another wierd equation, the siren goes off again:: Aww...@!!@!

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::finishes infusing a nerve::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Computer: Computer, erect force field!

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Torpedoes away...

Captain Lewis
@::feels a slight vibration::

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO:  Let's see if we can't bring this ship to a stop and lower all defensive capabilities...

Yit-X990
::trapped by force field::

Lt. McDowell
{#}XO: Hate to trouble you with this sir, but there's another lovely distortion wave forming down here.

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Still no effect, Sir.

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan: do it....!

Ens G Heinlein
@:::feels vibration of phaser fire :::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Blast ::clenches fist:: ::hears away team::

Captain Lewis
@::Looks anxiously at crew::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::a force field is erected around the intruder::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#}Cmdr. Tucker:  Sir, I believe we have a member of the other ship's crew trapped in sickbay.

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO:  Geneva is hitting the ship, but no damage is being taken.

Ens G Heinlein
@{#} TUcker : Tucker we are attempting to get the ship to stand to

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Send the team a message, tell them we can't damage the ship, we need it out of shift.

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Sir, do you want to continue to fire phasers, I haven't let up yet...

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan: well, i hope not.......they know we are on board!

Yit-X990
::touches the force field with a semi-metallic hand::

Cmdr. Dresden
@::the rest of the doors open and Dresden looks over the control room for Flight control. and TAC..

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Very well, cease fire.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Machine man:  What do you want?!

Captain Lewis
@::Hopes the ships overide systems fail::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}AT:  Away Team, we cannot get a lock on you from here

Captain Lewis
@::watches doors open::

Yit-X990
I have already warned you.

Ens G Heinlein
@Captain : I have told Cdr Tucker of what we are trying

Captain Lewis
@::hears the geneva...garbled::

Lt. McDowell
::exits the ENG complex again, and gets to thinking::

Captain Lewis
@heinlein: keep at it.....

Yit-X990
We have removed all traces of your Federation technology.  Cease your games or your mates will die.

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Landt: Doctor, can you comunicate with it? Niether Mitchell nor I can leave the bridge at the moment, but try for a peaceful resolution.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Man:  We mean you no harm. We just want our people and then we will leave.

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}AT:  Away Team, we cannot damage the ship either, we need for you to shut it down.


Yit-X990
::begins fiddling with some gadget on his arm::

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan: ::strains to hear the geneva::

Cmdr. Dresden
@::Makes a few control commands to attempt to bring the ship to a full stop...

Yit-X990
::steps through the force field::

Ens G Heinlein
@:::Tries to boost the Geneva's signal ::::

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan:: can you shut it down?

Cmdr. Mitchell
::continues to broadcast a truce message to the aliean vessel::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Man:  If you give us our people, we will leave peacefully.

Lt. McDowell
{#}XO: Also, I doubt this has anything to do with it, but this distortion has always formed right when we have that wierd guy come aboard.

Cmdr. Dresden
@ CO: working on it, sir..

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::points phaser at man::

Ens G Heinlein
@:::notes a weird control panel ::::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Send the doctor a team of security officers, just in case.

Captain Lewis
@::begins working on getting a signal ::

Yit-X990
::the man disappears in another red haze::

Cmdr. Dresden
@::Attempts to shut down ALL defensive and offensive systems commands.

Ens G Heinlein
@Dresden : Dresden what is a Yit ?

Captain Lewis
@::watches anxiously::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}Security:  Security Team to Sick Bay, on the double.

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}McDowell: Well, maybe we'll just ask him not to come back eh?

Cmdr. Dresden
@::Looks at Heinlein and shrugs::

Captain Lewis
@Heinlein: anything

Lt. McDowell
::feels a rumble inside the complex room::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#}Cmdr. Tucker:  The intruder came through the force field and dissapeared again.  They will not listen to us.

Ens G Heinlein
@::::looks for any help he can find ::::

Lt. McDowell
::peeks his head inside the door::

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO/Heinlein:  The ship is heading towards an unexplored brown dwarf with a class L planet...

Captain Lewis
@::begins punching buttons again::

Ens G Heinlein
@Captain : Want me to shut it down ??

Lt. McDowell
{#}XO: Okay, the darn distortion is gone. Minor weakening to the containment field, but nothing off the wall.

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: As Soon as that ship comes into normal space, fire everything we can muster in an attempt to get their shields down, then get our people back.

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan: how soon will it ........we get there?

Captain Lewis
@heinlein: if we can shut this thing down ........then do it

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Cmdr. these guys just aren't getting the message, but it appears they want to hear from us, sorta confusing messages, don't you think?

AGM
Action:  A laser targets Lewis' shoulder and fires, doing minimal damage.

Ens G Heinlein
@:::Stops the Yit Programming ::::

Captain Lewis
@::auhhhhhhh::

Captain Lewis
@What the heck was that?

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO? Heinlein:  Looks like 2 hours...the ship is still out of phase, but I have deactivated all defensive systems and offensive capabilities...

AGM
Action:  The laser targets Heinlein and fires, hitting him in the leg.  Minimal damage taken.

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Aye, Sir.

Ens G Heinlein
@:::Ducks and goes to CO's side to render first aid :::

Cmdr. Dresden
@ Great...

Captain Lewis
@All: take cover!:: ducks under the console::

Cmdr. Dresden
@I spoke too soon

Cmdr. Dresden
@::Hits the floor...trying to think...

Ens G Heinlein
@Captain : it looks like it liked its Yit

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Landt: Hmm, thank you doctor, I'm afraid we can't reason with them, if the away team is hurt when we get them back, they may need your help.

AGM
Action:  The laser targets Dresden and fires, skimming off the tip of his ear in the process.

Captain Lewis
@::Looks at heinlein:: ::Looks at shoulder:: no real damage..::sees his leg:: how about you?

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan: Take cover!

Ens G Heinlein
Captain : I'll live ..if we get this thing

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#}Cmdr:  I'm ready.

Captain Lewis
@::looks around:: where is that coming from?

Ens G Heinlein
@Captain : See where the laser that got me was ? yours was over there :::points :::

Cmdr. Dresden
@Heinlein:  heinlein, are you picking up any intelligent thought processes from bio life...HEYYYY>>>

Captain Lewis
@::looks where Heinlein pointed::

Captain Lewis
@::scrambles up to console::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Take us closer to the alien ship, we'll want to be as quick as possible.

Ens G Heinlein
@Dresden : Only us I am afraid 

AGM
Action:  The alien vessel lurches forward, attaining a very high warp velocity for a brief amount of time, before steadying out at warp 8.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::continues scanning for the ship after shutting down the pahser attack::

Captain Lewis
@::falls over as vessel lurches::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::clears off 3 bio beds::

Captain Lewis
@::holy smokes:: talk about a ride!

Ens G Heinlein
@:::Shoots at location of Phaser getting a satisfing shower of sparks:::

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Their ship is pulling slightly ahead of us,Cmdr.

Captain Lewis
@::gets up and heads for console again: Dresdan: Thought you had this thing under control??

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Mcdowell: Can we go max warp Chief?

Cmdr. Dresden
@::Aims phaser an fires at location as well...:::I owed it that.

Captain Lewis
@::punches some more buttons::Heinlein: see if you can shut down those lasers!

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}Eng: Is there anything you can do to give us More Power?

Lt. McDowell
{#}XO: You'd be making me throw a fit, but yes.

AGM
Action:  The laser has been destroyed.  A voice begins speaking to the captured crew.

Ens G Heinlein
@:::grins ::: Captain : Captain we are doing that 

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Follow  them Cmdr.

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: I thought only of systems that could effect Geneva...not US>

Captain Lewis
@:: looks up as she hears voice::

Captain Lewis
@::looks over at dresdan and heinlein::

Cmdr. Dresden
@::listens::

Voice
Hostage * 456-874, Hostage * 456-875, Hostage * 456-876.

Ens G Heinlein
@:::Listens to voice :::

Voice
Cease your actions.

Captain Lewis
@::looks at heinlein and dresdan: i think that would be us?

Ens G Heinlein
@Voice : that is not logical

Captain Lewis
@::Looks at Heinlein::

Voice
Your release has been negotiated.  Cease your actions immediately.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::lays in pursuit course::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Send another message to the away team, 'if they can disable thier 'shift' then do it ASAP.'

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO?Hein: I always thought of myself as a 873 myself.

Voice
Release will be granted,

Captain Lewis
@::raises eyebrows:: how nice.......

Ens G Heinlein
Voice : when ? and to whom ?

Cmdr. Dresden
@Voice: Who are you???

Captain Lewis
@heinlein ::w:: see if you can make contact with the geneva.....

Cmdr. Mitchell
<COMM> AT:  Away Team, if you can disable the 'shift' then do it ASAP.

AGM
Action:  Sensors show the alien vessel beginning to shift back into normal space as it approaches a class L planet.

Ens G Heinlein
@Captain : I think if we can get this voice do it it will prove more fruitful 

Cmdr. Dresden
@::like we haven't been trying to do just that:::


Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Cmdr., the ship is coming back into pahse with normal space.

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Fire the second it enters normal space Cmdr.

Captain Lewis
@::wonders where they are heading::

Ens G Heinlein
@Voice: Why did you not contact us in peace ? I am sure there is much we could teach each other

Cmdr. Mitchell
::fires phasers, as per orders::

AGM
Action:  The ship slows and begins to orbit the planet.

Cmdr. Dresden
@Heinlein: see if you can get Geneva to hold its fire...

Cmdr. Mitchell
::lays in standard orbit slightly behind the alien vessel::

Captain Lewis
@::waits::

Ens G Heinlein
@{#} Geneva : Geneva hold fire

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO:  Direct hit, Sir.  Our weapons ripped a hole into it's side.

Cmdr. Dresden
@VOICE: It was not our intention to attack you...our mission is..essentially a peacful one of explortion and understanding...

Ens G Heinlein
@{#} Geneva : Geneva it says we are to be returned to you 

Voice
@We have removed your technology from ourselves.  We release you to the planet.

Cmdr. Dresden
@VOICE:  We only attempted to defend ourselves...

Captain Lewis
@::thinks:: the planet?

Cmdr. Mitchell
::shuts down weapons systems::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Cease Fire, {#}COM: Have uncovered anything heinlein?

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Done, and done again, Sir.

AGM
Actions: Captain Lewis, Commander Dresden, and Ensign Heinlein suddenly appear on the surface of the planet.

Ens G Heinlein
{#} Com : Tucker we are talking to the voice of the ship it says we are to be realeased to the planet

Cmdr. Dresden
@VOICE: Wait...let us not end this on a friutless not...let us try to understand.....

Captain Lewis
@::looks around suddenly ::

Captain Lewis
@::looks at crew::

Cmdr. Dresden
@::on planet::...one another..

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Cmdr. I'm now showing the AT on the planets surface.

Captain Lewis
@::hits comm badge:: Geneva......this is captain lewis .....do you read?

Ens G Heinlein
@:::note surface of planet and edge of cliff close by :::

Lt. McDowell
::heads up to the Bridge::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Hail the away team.

Cmdr. Mitchell
<COMM> AT: We read you Captain.

Cmdr. Tucker
::hears com:: COM: Go ahead captain, good to hear you.

Ens G Heinlein
@Dresden : sort of reminds you of Vulcan does it not ? Magnificent vistas

Captain Lewis
@::sighs a relief:: Good to hear you again Mitchell........how about getting us out of here?

Lt. McDowell
::looks around, and nods to Tucker::

Cmdr. Dresden
@to self: What a wait of time...New life to our civilization and we blew the first contact...now both our civilizations lose.

Cmdr. Tucker
::nods to mitchell::

Cmdr. Tucker
::nods to McDowell too::

Captain Lewis
@::takes a deep breath of air::

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Cmdr.  I've got the transporter lock on the AT now, Sir.

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Bring them home.

Ens G Heinlein
Captain : ever been to Vulcan ?

Lt. McDowell
::sits down at the Bridge ENG console, and brings back up his display::

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Cmdr., sensors show that the alien ship seems to be undergoing some kind of self-repair operation.  It's power levels are climbing back up to its norms.


Cmdr. Dresden
@Dissatisfied with result of encounter...Highly disappointed::

Captain Lewis
@Heinlein:: once  ::smiles::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{transporter}

AGM
Action:  The alien vessel begins to shake and shimmer.

Ens G Heinlein
@Captain : sort of remind me of a view there

Cmdr. Mitchell
::beams the AT back to the Geneva::

Captain Lewis
::arrives in transporter room::

Ens G Heinlein
::::materializes ::::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: ::nods::Send our thanks to them.

Captain Lewis
::glad to be 'home"::

Lt. McDowell
::reads around the display, sending a message to the transporter room console welcoming the AT back::

Ens G Heinlein
Captain : Captain , we had best make our Doctors apointments 

AGM
Action:  A Level 3 shockwave buffets the Geneva gently as the Alien Vessel phases into subspace.

Cmdr. Mitchell
TranRM: AT, Good to have you back home Captain.

Captain Lewis
::feels a tremor::

Captain Lewis
Heinlein: it's only a scratch 

Cmdr. Tucker
McDowell: Damage Rob?

Cmdr. Dresden
::an obviously peacful race...they could have destroyed us and only they only went as far as threat...maybe they only kidnapped us to learn about us...

Lt. McDowell
::slight chuckle to himself::

Ens G Heinlein
Captain : Captain , yes but they can get infected

Lt. McDowell
XO: Not a scratch.

Captain Lewis
::rolls eyes at Heinlein::

Captain Lewis
::smiles::


Ens G Heinlein
{#} Doctor : Doc I am afraid we have to make appointments with you 

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#}Heinlein:  welcome back.

AGM
=/\=/\=/\= End Mission =/\=/\=/\=
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